Managing a successful health club requires a mosaic of skills. A key part of becoming an exceptional manager is being receptive to new ideas; filtering out those ideas that are not quite right for your business, while enthusiastically embracing those that will enhance the club experience for members and staff.

Often, valuable insights do not filter into the public domain and so are lost to managers seeking ways of making their club flourish. So, for the first time, thirteen leading sector specialists share their experience in a unique book. Open any chapter to gain invaluable insights into:

- Market positioning
- Member profiling
- Team building
- Innovating
- Club finance
- Leading teams
- Managing a crisis
and much more.

Implement any of the book’s 65 key actions and begin the journey today of turning your club into an environment where staff love turning up for work and where members become your biggest fans.
A new book is born

The UK health and fitness industry has a present value of £2 billion with 2,890 private clubs serving 4·2 million members. Factor in a further 2,596 public fitness centres with 2·8m users and the market size reaches seven million, which equates to 12% of the UK population. Some managers are now running £10 million health clubs with 120 staff. However, you would be mistaken if you felt that bookshops were wall-to-wall with specialist books to support them in running a great club. Instead they rely on general management books supplemented with in-house training.

I believed it was time that managers could refer to a book that was written by industry specialists with an intimate understanding of this sector. So, for the first time, 13 recognised sector specialists have agreed to share their experience and insights. Whether you are just embarking on your leisure management career or are a seasoned club operator, there will be valuable insights for you to implement. If, after reading this book, you believe there are no immediate improvements that you can make to your health and fitness facility, then send it back to me for a full refund.

I sincerely hope that this book serves to stimulate some new insights that you will translate into compelling management actions.

Ray Algar, MBA, MA
Managing Director
Oxygen Consulting
Precor is delighted to support this new management book, the very first of its kind for club owners and managers operating in the UK fitness industry today.

Precor has always believed that looking after members so that they feel valued is fundamental to the fitness industry. Clubs that focus on nurturing members throughout their membership lay the foundations for lifelong participation in exercise. Being attentive to members’ needs, showing a genuine interest in their goals and helping them to achieve these through target setting, monitoring and feedback are a few of the essentials to achieve satisfied members.

This exciting new book addresses the many challenges faced by club management at every stage of business development. Written entirely for the UK fitness market, it offers insights and advice from experienced individuals with considerable knowledge of the fitness industry. By also drawing on the successes of other business sectors you are armed with best practices and new management information to assist your own strategic decision-making.

Precor has always been at the forefront of innovation and creativity. Its long and successful association with the fitness industry globally is the result of its passion and determination to exceed member expectation. Our ability to deliver innovative and intuitive fitness equipment is only part of the challenge for us. Equally important is an integrated vision, which includes the best business strategies, operational decisions and teamwork. When we combine revolutionary equipment with unrivalled service and new advances in entertainment and operational technologies we deliver greater member satisfaction and maximum business success.

The future of fitness is about the experience and to provide the best experience for members it is important that the entire fitness offering is superior in quality and consistent in delivery. I am sure you will welcome this publication as much as I do and will find the information you need to succeed in your business. I wish you well.

Nick Gilchrist
Managing Director
Precor Products Ltd
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‘Over the past 20 years, I have watched our industry flourish. However, the timeless challenge for all operators remains: how do we attract members to our clubs and keep them coming back? I am sure many of us will find Mastering Health Club Management, with its numerous contributors, a highly useful reference as we embrace and respond to the dynamic change facing our industry.’
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What does your club stand for?

A few years ago I decided to conduct research for a Masters degree on an independent health club in Milton Keynes. It was well established with 1,800 members. However, the owner was very concerned as a national operator was pre-selling a large-scale club less than five minutes from his door. He believed his club was going to be seriously affected by the new arrival, even though he had thrived in a city with an abundance of clubs. I thought otherwise and we spent the next few weeks getting close to members and understanding why they loved the club. It soon became apparent to me that the vast majority had no intention of leaving. Members knew the club was not the biggest nor with the latest array of exercise equipment, nor did it have a swimming pool. However, what members loved about the club was its informality. It was a club where they could be themselves and meet familiar people. It was unpretentious and there were none of the unwritten rules found in many other clubs such as dressing up for the gym! They also loved its friendly ambience and its strong sense of community. These intangible aspects of any business are extremely powerful and, significantly, very difficult to imitate. Ask non-exercising members of the general public to describe a typical health club and they will use terms such as:

- Competitive
- Full of young, fit people
- Intimidating and judgmental

The distinctive appeal of this small local club was that its members perceived the club as the enemy of all those terms. In the minds of its members this friendly and neighbourly club had become a core part of their lives. How does the story end? The club continued to thrive and the defection rate among existing members was less than 5%. 

CHAPTER 1

Key insights

1. Understand the significance of developing a powerful market position for a club
2. Use Curves to illustrate how a distinctive market position can achieve extraordinary things
3. Indicate ways that a manager can begin to develop a distinctive market position

Introduction

What does your club stand for? It sounds like such an innocent question, but scratch deeper and it reveals some fundamental truths about the long-term strategy and prospects for a club. How would managers across the UK answer this question? Do they stand for:

- Providing an antidote to the stressful lives of our members live?
- Creating a special community of people who share the wish to be fit and healthy?
- Becoming a special place in members’ lives?

This chapter will help managers understand the significance of market positioning and the pitfalls for those clubs that have failed to define and own a unique place in the minds and lives of their members.

Author: Mr Ray Algar, Managing Director, Oxygen Consulting
What is market positioning?
Think of some well known brands and see how you have framed them in your memory. With the Body Shop, I think of their fairtrade policy and strong stance on products free from animal testing. Also, an astounding array of natural products such as seaweed foaming facial scrub with olive leaf extract, using Bladderwrack seaweed harvested from the Celtic sea!

With Marks & Spencer I think of premium quality food and clothes (even though I am only a very occasional customer) which is reinforced by their recent ‘this is no ordinary…’ advertising campaign. They are also well known for their generous product returns policy which is 90 days from the date of purchase. What about Apple Computers, who are seen as ‘anti establishment’, immensely innovative, responsive and a company that produces beautifully designed products? As I write, Apple and Nike have just announced the world’s first pedometer embedded in a sports shoe with exercise data wireless-ly transmitted to the Apple iPod. Every week Apple is announcing a new product. Hopefully, you will begin to see the leverage that these companies have when customers know what the company stands for.

Positioning defined
Creating a clear, distinctive and attractive market position in the minds of prospective members

Why is positioning necessary?
Most of us now suffer from information overload as our everyday lives become increasingly complex. The proliferation of multi-channel television, radio, the internet and newspapers means that thousands of new messages are trying to engage with us, seven days a week. Slowly, we are being overwhelmed with information and suffering from ‘Choice Trauma’. Even simple purchases such as buying a coffee, have now been transformed into a complicated science. Starbucks offers 59 coffee options (and rising by the week) and I now have to rehearse my order while waiting to be served! Consequently, consumers have to filter extraordinary amounts of information. One way we do this is to limit the number of brands in a particular product category, e.g. toothpaste, that register on our personal radar. In a world of growing brand and product clutter, how many products do you allow on your radar?

Returning to the coffee example, how many of us stick with the same few cafés for our morning coffee? How many people buy the same car brand? Once consumers have registered a brand in their mind, it tends to endure. That is why repositioning a brand is so challenging. Imagine new owners repositioning a male-dominated body building gym to a premium-priced health club and spa.

In a world of growing brand and product clutter, how many products do you allow on your radar?
How to begin to position your health club

I will use Curves as an example. Curves is the women-only fitness franchise that has grown to 9,500 international clubs in just 14 years and has entered the Guinness Book of Records as the world’s largest fitness chain. Spare a moment to consider that statistic; that is an average of 678 clubs every year for 14 years! In terms of market segmentation, Gary Heavin, the founder, identified women who wished to lose weight. Many of these women were habitual dieters, struggling to keep weight off once lost. Heavin believed that weight management advice and a short 30-minute exercise programme needed to be combined.

In creating a desirable market position, Curves needed to answer the following:

- Why were women being put off health clubs?
- What do women above their ideal weight need from a health club?
- How is this segment presently being served?
- What are the main barriers to women achieving their weight management goals?
- How do we wish women to perceive our brand?
- What adjectives would members use to describe our brand?
- What resources do we need to mobilise to deliver what is required?
- Is there a new and attractive market position that we can claim?

This challenge may potentially take years to achieve. Now imagine your health club has a clear and distinctive position in the mind of members. What if your club was known for being the friendliest in town, or even in your region? What a powerful position that is. You may manage a small club and parts of it could look tired, but what if everything you did underpinned your friendly market position. In a world where more people feel socially isolated with friends and family widely dispersed what an important place your small health club could become.

What if your club was known for being the friendliest in town, or even in your region? **What a powerful position that is**
Developing a positioning statement

You can begin to develop a positioning statement, once the above have been answered. This is a short statement that clearly articulates how the club wishes prospective and existing members to perceive it.

Curves’ positioning statement is:
Discover a gym where women change their lives 30 minutes at a time.

What I like about this position is that they have incorporated one of the brand’s key components, the express 30-minute circuit to counter what most women lack – and that is time. Furthermore, 30 minutes really does mean 30 minutes as women arrive ready to exercise and there are no showers, sunbeds or saunas to indulge in afterwards. They have also made the club easy to access. These micro clubs of around 1,500 square feet (slightly larger than two squash courts) can be put almost anywhere. Significantly, this means that clubs can return to the high street allowing women to integrate a Curves workout into other daily activities. Curves also sell short courses rather than a long contract with a notice period, making the buying decision uncomplicated. With all circuit sessions run by instructors, this ‘no frills’ health club has struck a real chord with women in over 41 countries.

Positioning is so much more than a clever slogan

Let’s look at the fictitious Third Wave Club that focuses on people who are 50+ and seeking a health and well-being experience.

Their positioning statement is:
Adding active and enjoyable years to the lives of our members.

Every single aspect of the member journey (the totality of all member interactions with the club) supports their market position.

Notice how the club emphasises adding active and enjoyable years. Medical advancements are undoubtedly helping to add years to life, but adding enjoyable life to years is the real challenge. The Third Wave Club is for those people that want a full, active and experience-rich life as they move into later life.

Consequently, all marketing communications, club design, equipment selection, exercise class programmes, staff recruitment and selection, etc, support their market position. However, it will be the attitude and actions of the Third Wave staff that will ultimately determine the long-term success of the club.
You may find the following process useful for synchronising your market position with your club’s values and ultimately the way you interact with prospective and existing members.

**Figure 1**: From brand value to service measurement

**Brand value**
- what unequivocally defines the essence of your club and affects everything you do?

**Market position**
- creating a clear, distinctive and attractive market position in the minds of prospective members

**Manifestations**
- the physical evidence that supports your business values and market position

**Staff actions**
- the actions and behaviour of staff with prospective and existing members

**What we will measure**
- the ways in which you validate that you are practising what you preach

**Figure 2**: Translating your market position into operational practice

- **Brand value**
  - Welcoming & neighbourly club environment

- **Market position**
  - Adding active and enjoyable years to the lives of our members

- **Brand value meaning**
  - The Third Wave Club is a hub for the local community. All staff recognise that members have chosen to spend their time at the club over many alternatives, so always work to create a warm, inviting & non-competitive environment

- **Manifestations**
  - The club works to position itself at the heart of its community, via special events, selective sponsorship & support of local good causes

- **Staff actions**
  - Club staff champion community health & well-being initiatives

- **What we will measure**
  - Annual member survey asks members to judge the club’s community credentials
What if my club does not have any distinctive qualities?

That’s simple. Create one! Take it upon yourself to discover two or three things that your club does really well. Then galvanise your team to make one of those service features the best that it can possibly be. Ensure that it passes the test of being:

• Distinctive
• Difficult for a rival to imitate
• Compelling to members and your staff team
• Consistent with your club vision

Once you have discovered your unique attribute, flaunt it at every opportunity. Be proud of it and make it impossibly difficult for another club to even try and imitate it.

‘If you don’t stand for something you will fall for anything’
Malcolm X
American civil rights activist

Example  Aspire

The Aspire charity has a health and sports centre in Middlesex that has some members driving several hours to access it. Members describe the facility as inspirational and life-changing. Members leave the Aspire facility if they pass away or emigrate! The facilities are what you would expect in any moderate club, so what is so special about this facility? This centre has developed a unique expertise in rehabilitating people following a spinal injury. However, visit Aspire and you will see people with and without disabilities exercising side by side. Members are passionate about it. The centre has an inspirational ambience and staff feel privileged to be associated with it. When the centre opened, it quickly developed a national reputation which has now blossomed into an international one.

‘Many years ago I told a law firm that it needed to distinguish between ‘soliciting’ for business and ‘positioning’ itself for business. The latter is much better and consists of building a reputation for doing something so well that word of mouth acts as the soliciting force.’

Philip Kotler
Professor of International Marketing at the Kellogg Graduate School of Management (USA)
Key actions

1. Conduct research among your members, staff and suppliers to build a picture of your club’s unique qualities. Discover what your club stands for.

2. Identify and understand where the needs of new and existing members are not being met.

3. Develop a market position for your club that is clear, distinctive and attractive.

4. Ensure that all your marketing activities synchronise with your market position. Be bold and change those things that conflict with and undermine it.

5. Ensure that you measure your club’s actions against your market position.

FURTHER READING


3. ASPIRE: WWW.ASPIRE.ORG.UK